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Đề kiểm tra Tiếng Anh giữa kì 2 lớp 11 năm 2022 - Đề số 1 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most 

suitable response to complete each of the following exchanges. 

Question 1. Brian wants to borrow Andrew’s cellphone for a while. 

Brian: “Do you mind if I use your cellphone for a while?” – Andrew: 

“__________.” 

A. You can say that again.        

B. Certainly, it’s true.        

C. Not at all. Feel free. 

D. Yes, you can use it. 

Question 2. Alice and Sarah are talking about their study at school. 

Alice: “I think that your study result is much better.” – Sarah: “___________.” 

A. No, thanks. I can do it.        

B. You’ve got t be kidding. I think it’s bad.     

C. Yes, please. Just a little.    

D. Thank you. I’d love to. 

Pick out the word that has the primary stress different from that of the other 

words. 

Question 3. A. determine        B. cultural       C. informal       D. tradition 

Question 4. A. person       B. signal       C. instance       D. attract 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined 

part that needs correction in each of the following questions 

Question 5. Most vacationers can’t stand travelling in packed cars or stay in dirty 

hotel rooms. 
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       A        B        C        D 

Question 6. Every country has its own traditions, some of them have 

existed for centuries. 

       A        B        C        D 

Question 7. The shocking news in newspapers are what people are 

talking about this morning. 

       A       B        C       D 

Choose the most suitable words or phrases to fill in the blanks. 

Question 8. We’d better ________ early so as to avoid the heavy traffic. 

A. Set off        

B. go about        

C. come apart       

 D. take up 

Question 9. When you come out of the lift, you will see 2 doors, a red one and a 

blue one. My door is ________ blue. 

A. An        

B. 0        

C. a        

D. the 

Question 10. By the end of next year, Geogre __________ Japanese for 2 months. 

A. Has learnt        

B. would learn        

C. will have learnt        

D. will learn 
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Question 11. Because I was short ________ money to buy a book yesterday, I had 

to borrow some from my friend. 

A. On        

B. of        

C. at        

D. in 

Question 12. The suspect is believed _________ by the police some days ago. 

A. Having released       

B. To have been released 

 C. to be released        

D. to being released 

Question 13. In American culture, people avoid asking someone about age, 

________, and salary because this is considered impolite. 

A. Marry        

B. married       

C. marrying        

D. marriage 

Question 14. My sister is _______ seafood, so she never tries these delicious 

dishes. 

A. Allergic to        

B. tired of        

C. keen on        

D. preferable 

Question 15. The policeman wanted to know where he _________. 
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A. Was night before        

B. Had been the previous night        

C. was last night 

D. had been the last night 

Question 16. Many plants and animals are now under threat of ___________. 

A. Expression        

B. explusion        

C. extinction        

D. extension 

Question 17. Learning English isn’t so difficult once you ____________. 

A. Get down to it        

B. get on it        

C. get down with it        

D. get off it 

Question 18. It never __________ his mind that his dishonesty would be 

discovered. 

A. Crossed        

B. came        

C. spunk        

D. passed 

Question 19. It was one of ______ I’ve ever seen. 

A. The most boring film        

B. The film more borings 
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C. most boring films 

D. the more boring films 

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that 

of the others. 

Question 20. A. balance       B. bake       C. brave       D. station 

Question 21. A. booked       B. ended       C. matched       D. pushed 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word 

OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following 

questions. 

Question 22. Think about the interviewer’s comments because they may help you 

prepare better when you are called for the next job interview. 

A. Remarks        

B. compliments        

C. characters        

D. behaviours 

Question 23. Life on Earth is disappearing fast and will continue to do so unless 

urgent action is taken. 

A. Polluting        

B. destroying        

C. vanishing        

D. damaging 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word or 

phrase that is CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined part in each of the 

following questions. 

Question 24. Sorry, I can’t come to your party. I am snowed under with work at 

the moment. 
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A. Interested in        

B. busy with        

C. relexed about        

D. free from 

Question 25. The consequences of the typhoon were disatrous due to the lack of 

effective measures. 

A. Meaningful        

B. beneficial        

C. excited        

D. damaging 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence 

that is closest in meaning. 

Question 26. “Would you like a cup of coffee?” he said. 

A. He asked me if I would like a cup of coffee. 

B. He offered me a cup of coffee. 

C. He wondered if I would like a cup of coffee. 

D. He wanted me to drink a cup of coffee. 

Question 27. Mary lost her ticket. She didn’t go to the concert. 

A. If Mary hadn’t lost her ticket, she would go to the concert. 

B. Hadn’t Mary lost her ticket, she would have gone to the concert. 

C. If Mary had lost her ticket, she would have gone to the concert. 

D. Had Mary not lost her ticket, she would have gone to the concert. 

Question 28. It is certain that he didn’t finish his homework last night because he 

spent all night playing computer games. 
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A. He shouldn’t have finished his homework last night because he spent all night 

playing computer games. 

B. He needn’t have finished his homework last night because he spent all night 

playing computer games. 

C. He mustn’t have finished his homework last night because he spent all night 

playing computer games. 

D. He can’t have finished his homework last night because he spent all night 

playing computer games. 

Question 29. The new retaurant looks good. However, it seems to have few 

customers. 

A. If it had a few more customers, the new restaurant would look better. 

B. The new restaurant would have more customers if it looked better. 

C. In order to get more business, the new restaurant should improve its appearance. 

D. However good the new restaurant looks, it doesn’t appear to attract many 

customers. 

Question 30. She suddenly left the job. We were all surprised at this. 

A. As we were all surprised, she suddenly left the job. 

B. Although she suddenly left the job, we weren’t all surprised. 

C. She suddenly left the job in order to surprise us all. 

D. That she suddenly left the job surprised us all. 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer 

sheet to indicate the correct word or phrase for each of the blanks. 

During the last 400 years, most scientists have (31)_______ on mathematics for the 

development of their inventions or discoveries. However, one great British 

scientist, Michael Faraday, did not make (32)_______ of mathematics. Faraday, 

the son of a poor blacksmith, was born in London in 1791 and had no education 

beyond reading and writing. 
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In 1812, Faraday was hired as a bottle washer by the great chemist Humphrey 

Davy. Later, Faraday became a greater scientist than Davy, making the last years 

of Davy’s life embittered (33)________ jealousy. Faraday made the first electric 

motor in 1821, a device that used electricity to produce movement. Then Faraday 

became interested in the relationship between electricity and magnetism. In 1831, 

he (34)_________ that when a magnet is moved near a wire, electricity flows in 

the wire. With this discovery, he produced a machine for making electricity called 

dynamo. Faraday then went on to show how electricity affects chemical 

substances. 

Because Faraday believed that money should be given to the poor, when he grew 

old, he was very poor. However , Queen Victoria (35)________ him for his 

discoveries by giving him a stipend and a house. He died in 1867. 

Question 31. A. made       B. consisted       C. relied       D. insisted 

Question 32. A. usage       B. use       C. utilization       D. advantage 

Question 33. A. from       B. by       C. discovered       D. created 

Question 34. A. insisted       B. invented       C. discovered       D. created 

Question 35. A. rewarded       B. supplied       C. prized       D. awarded 

Đáp án đề thi Tiếng Anh giữa kì 2 lớp 11 năm 2022 (Đề số 1) 

1-C 2-B 3-B 4-D 5-D 6-C 7-C 

8-A 9-D 10-C 11-B 12-C 13-D 14-A 

15-B 16-C 17-C 18-A 19-A 20-A 21-B 

22A 23C 24D 25B 26B 27D 28D 

29-D 30-D 31-C 32-B 33-D 34-C 35-A 

Đề thi Tiếng Anh giữa học kì 2 lớp 11 năm 2022 - Đề số 2 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word 

CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word in each of the following 

questions. 

Question 1. Everyone is hoping and praying that lasting peace will eventually 

come to the area. 

A. durable        
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B. ongoing        

C. temporary        

D. enduring 

Question 2. Before you begin the exam paper, always read 

the instructions carefully. 

A. orders        

B. answers        

C. rules        

D. direction 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the following questions. 

Question 3. Last year, ABBA made a ____ of seberal million crowns. 

A. win       

 B. gain        

C. salary        

D. profit 

Question 4. If you like asking, there‟s a ski ____ under an hour‟s driving from 

Madrid. 

A. resort        

B. station        

C. place        

D. port 

Question 5. He’s very ____ about his private life. He’s goy no secrets. 

A. trustworthy        
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B. direct        

C. open        

D. sincere 

Question 6. Even though they don’t agree with what‟s happening, they’re too 

____ to protest. 

A. apathetic        

B. subdued        

C. quiet        

D. outgoing 

Question 7. Though I didn’t want my son to leave home since he was twenty- one, 

there was nothing I could do to ____ it. 

A. hinder        

B. resist        

C. prevent        

D. cease 

Question 8. She noticed _______ away from the house. 

A. him to run        

B. him running        

C. his running        

D. him run 

Question 9. George has ____; he loves cakes, chocolate, ice- cream- anything 

which is sweet. 

A. a sweet mouth        

B. sweet lips        
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C. a sweet tooth        

D. a sweet tongue 

Question 10. She’s so _______; you really have to watch you say or she’ll walk 

out of the room. 

A. high and dry        

B. prim and proper        

C. rough and ready        

D. sick and tired 

Question 11. You’ve all ________ the point. The film itself is not racist – it 

simply tries to make us question our own often racist attitude. 

A. mistaken        

B. misunderstood        

C. missed        

D. lost 

Question 12. ________ one or more units of living substance called protoplasm. 

A. Although all living things that consist of 

B. All living things consisting of 

C. All living things consist of 

D. In all living things consisting of 

Question 13. The production of tin ore in the United States is relatively 

insignificant, ____ less than one hundred tons annually. 

A. amount to        

B. in the amount        

C. amount to it        
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D. to the amount of 

Question 14. It all happened so quickly, one minute I was making chips and the 

next the whole kitchen was ____ fire! 

A. at        

B. on        

C. by        

D. in 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer 

sheet to indicate the correct word or phrase for each of the blanks from 15 to 

19 

About 50 or so kinds modern plastic are made from oil, gas, or coal-non-renewable 

natural resources. We (15)______ well over three million tons of the stuff in Japan 

each year and, sooner or later, most of it is thrown away .A high proportion of our 

animal consumption is in the (16)________ of packaging and this constitutes about 

seven percent by weight, of our domestic (17)________. Almost all of it can be 

recycled, but very little of it is, though the plastic recycling industry is growing 

fast. The plastics themselves are extremely energy - rich – they have a higher 

calorific (18)_________ than coal and one methodn of “recovery” strongly 

(19)__________ by plastic manufacturers if the conversion of waste plastic into a 

fuel. 

Question 15. A. consign       B. import       C. consume       D. remove 

Question 16. A. form       B. way       C. type       D. kind 

Question 17. A. goods       B. refuse       C. rubble       D. requirements 

Question 18. A. effect       B. degree       C. value       D. demand 

Question 19. A. argued       B. presented       C. desired       D. favored 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer 

sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions from 20 to 25. 

FIRST TIME IN THE AIR 
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When John Mills was going to fly in an aeroplane for the first time, he was 

frightened. He did not like the idea of being thousands of feet up in the air. “I also 

didn’t like the fact that I wouldn’t be in control,” says John. “I’m a terrible 

passenger in the car. When somebody else is driving, I tell them what to so. It 

drives everybody crazy.” 

However John couldn’t avoid flying any longer. It was the only way he could visit 

his grandchildren in Canada. 

“I had made up my mind that I was going to do it, I couldn’t let my son, his wife 

and their three children travel all the way here to visit me. It would be so expensive 

for them and I know Tom’s business isn‟t doing so well at the moment – it would 

also be tiring for the children – it’s a nine-hour flight!” he says. 

To get ready for the flight John did lots of reading about aeroplanes. When he 

booked his seat, he was told that he would be flying on a Boeing 747, which is 

better known as a jumbo jet. “I needed to know as much as possible before getting 

in that plane. I suppose it was a way of making myself feel better. The Boeing 747 

is the largest passenger aircraft in the world at the moment. The first one flew on 

February 9th 1969 in the USA. It can carry up to 524 passengers and 3.400 pieces 

of luggage. The fuel for aeroplanes is kept in the wings and the 747’s wings are so 

big that they can carry enough fuel for an average car to be able to travel 16,000 

kilometres a year for 70 years. Isn‟t that unbelievable? Even though I had 

discovered all this very interesting information about the jumbo, when I saw it for 

the first time, just before I was going to travel to Canada, I still couldn‟t believe 

that something so enormous was going to get up in the air and fly. I was even more 

impressed when I saw how big it was inside with hundreds of people!” 

The biggest surprise of all for John was the flight itself. “The take-off itself was 

much smoother than I expected although I was still quite scared until we were in 

the air. In the end, I managed to relax, enjoy the food and watch one of the movies 

and the view from the window was spectacular. I even managed to sleep for a 

while! 

Of course,” continues John, “the best reward of all was when I arrived in Canada 

and saw my son and his family, particularly my beautiful grandchildren. Suddenly, 

I felt so silly about all the years when I couldn‟t even think of getting on a plane. I 

had let my fear of living stop me from seeing the people I love most in the world. I 

can visit my son and family as often as I like now!” 

Question 20. Why did John Mills fly in an aeroplane? 
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A. He wanted to go on holiday       B. He wanted to try it. 

C. He wanted to see his family       D. He had to travel on business. 

Question 21. Why did John read about aeroplane? 

A. He wanted to know how they work.       B. It was his hobby. 

C. It made him feel safer.       D. He had found a book on them. 

Question 22. What happened when he saw the jumbo jet for the first time? 

A. He felt much safer.       B. He liked the shape of it. 

C. He couldn’t believe how big it was.       D. He thought the wings were very 

small. 

Question 23. How did John feel when the aeroplane was taking off? 

A. excited       B. happy       C. sad       D. frightened 

Question 24. What surprised John most about the flight? 

A. that he liked the food.       B. that he was able to sleep 

C. that there was a movie being shown       D. that the view was good 

Question 25. How did John feel about his fears in the end? 

A. He thought he had wasted time being afraid. 

B. He realized it was okay to be afraid. 

C. He hoped his grandchildren weren‟t afraid of flying. 

D. He realized that being afraid kept him safe. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence 

that best combines each pair of sentences in the following questions. 

Question 26. The traffic is so heavy. It will take us at least an hour to get there. 

A. Unless the traffic is heavy, it will take us at least an hour to get there. 
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B. As the traffic is so heavy, it will take us at least an hour to get there, 

C. The traffic was so heavy that it took us an hour to get there. 

D. We will spend more than an hour to get there to avoid heavy traffic. 

Question 27. There were no poor performance. Moreover, that of the Russian 

dancers was certainly the best. 

A. The best performance was the one of the Russians while some of the others 

were poor. 

B. The Russian dancers were well- worth watching but the others weren‟t. 

C. All the dancers but the Russian performed poorly. 

D. They all danced well, but the Russian did the best. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that 

differs from the other three in the position of primary stress in each of the 

following questions 

Question 28: A. rhetoric       B. dynamic       C. climatic       D. phonetic 

Question 29: A. medieval       B. malarial       C. mediocre       D. magnificent 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose 

underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the 

following questions. 

Question 30: A. moment       B. monument       C. slogan       D. quotient 

Question 31: A. bother       B. worthy       C. weather       D. wealthy 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most 

suitable answer to complete each of the following exchanges. 

Question 32. - Anne: “ Fancy a bite to eat?” - Barbara: “_____” 

A. No thanks, I‟ve just had some. 

B. No thanks, I‟ve just had something. 
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C. No thanks, I‟m not neatly very thirsty. 

D. No thanks, I‟m trying to give up. 

Question 33. - Receptionist: “ Good morning.” - Chris: “ Good morning. I‟ve 

come to ____ Mrs. Dabria.” 

A. see 

B. visit        

C. do business with        

D. hold a talk with 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) 

OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following 

questions. 

Question 34. He is over the moon about his examination result. 

A. stressed        

B. very sad        

C. very happy        

D. satisfied 

Question 35. The only means of access to the station is through a dark subway. 

A. arrival        

B. admission        

C. outlet        

D. output 

Đáp án đề thi giữa kì 2 lớp 11 Tiếng Anh 2022 (Đề số 2) 

1D 2D 3D 4A 5C 6A 7C 

8B 9C 10B 11C 12C 13D 14B 

15B 16A 17B 18C 19D 20C 21A 
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22C 23D 24B 25A 26B 27D 28A 

29C 30B 31D 32B 33B 34B 35C 
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